Eugene E. La Pierre (D) 824 squadron sent this photo in. Did this happen at Torretta?

Lt Henshell of the 825th squadron armament section stands near what looks like a mortar, is in fact a stationary relief tube. Joel Moe 825 sq. (D) photo.
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The bar at 484th BG headquarters, Stock was a little low when this photo was taken 29 August, 1944. Note the prices in Italian Lira. Payment was made in military currency. A military currency bill of 100 Lira was equal in size and value to a US One Dollar note. 484th BG photo via John P Morgan 48th BG.

A tent in the 826 squadron area about to be blown over spring 44 (Note tent walls have yet to be built). 484th BG photo via Claude Trotter (D) 484 BG

Removing injured crewmen from the crashed B-24 as shown on the front cover. See Roy Nichols Story starting on page 23. 484th BG photo via Robert A Harrison 825 sq.